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THE ASSYRO BABYLONTIAN SCAPEGEOAT CONTRO 
VERSY. 

BY J. DYNELEY PRINCE, 
Columbia IJniversity, New York. 

The question as to the existence or non-existence of the proto- 
type of the Hebrew scapegoat rite among the ancient Babylonians 
is one of the greatest importance for all those who study the Old 
Testament from a critical point of view. In a popular summary 
in the Arnerican Antiquarian, Vol. XX, pp. 140-43, Dr. Chris- 
topher Johnston of the Johns Hopkins University suggested that 
the unilingual inscriptions K. 138 and K. 3232 (ASKT., pp. 
104-106) contained allusions to a ceremony similar to that of 
the Hebrew scapegoat mentioned in Lev., chap. 16. In JAOS., 
Vol. NNI, pp. 1-22, I published a translation and a detailed 
critical commentary of these inscriptions, wherein I arrived at 
essentially the same conclusions as Dr. Johnston had reached. 
Mons. a. Fossey in his recent work La Magie Assyrienne, pp. 
85 sqq., attacked my translation and commentary and denied 
with much emphasis the existence of a scapegoat among the 
ancient Babylonians. Believing that Fossey had not proved his 
point, I published a longer article "Le bouc emissaire chez les 
Babyloniens," JA., July-Aug., 1903, pp. 135-156, wherein I 
once more translated the inscriptions K. 138 and K. 3232, 
intending to establish more firmly the existence of a rite similar 
to that of the scapegoat in all three documents. Mons. Fossey 
seized this occasion to supplement my article in the JA. with a 
number of footnotes, calling in question some of my most impor- 
tant renderings and especially endeavoring to show that the 
animal which I take to be a scapegoat in these inscriptions was 
not an animal at all. The discussion having reached such a 
point, I wish in the present paper to explain very briefly, but 
even more clearly than before, my opinion regarding the rites 
described in K. 138 and K. 3232. As I still adhere to the main 
points in my translation as given in JA., 1903, it will be unneces- 
sary here to do more than to discuss in detail Fossey's latest 
reasons against the scapegoat theory. 
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§ t. Mons. Fossey's main point in his objections to my views 
is his statemellt with regard to the meaning of the Sumerian 
word bir -suldubba, ASKT., nr. 12 30, which he asserts 
cannot denote an animal at all owing to certain passages which I 
am about to cite.* In Zimmern's BeitrAge zur Kenntniss der 
babylonischex Religion, p. 122 we find the following interesting 
passage: 

18. Arkisu takpirAti ebbiti 
Then with clean purifications 

19. sarra tukappar. Klma takpirAti tuqtetA 
thou shalt purify the king. So soon as thou hast finished the 
purification, 

20. ana bAbi tusOcA. Arkisu ina bir-sulduppe 
thou shalt make them (the patients) go out of the door. Then 
with the bir-sulduppt 

21. ina bir-gibille ina lu-ti-la 
with the bir-gibillt, with the sheep of life, 

22. ina urudu-nin-lig-ga ina sugugalle 
with the copper of streIlgth, svith the skin of the great bull 

23. ina zere ekalla tusap. 
(and) with seed-corn thou shalt cleanse the palace (i. e., the 
house). 

In this passage the patients are brought out of the house and 
the dwelling is purified by various means, among which the bir- 
xulduppul and the lu-ti-la, 44the sheep of life," or perhaps 
" the living sheep," play a prominent part. It is certainly 
significant to find bir-gibillu, '4the bir of the torch" here 
among these means of purification. Bir-gibillu means liter- 
ally 4;the urigu or horned creature of the torch," possibly the 
horned creature which typifies purification, as it stands in this 
inscription in close connection with lu-ti-la, which Zimmern 
himself translates ;'the living sheep." I am forced to conclude 
that all these words were originally names of certain horned 
animals which were primitively used in a ceremony like that of 
the scapegoat. 

The sign bir originally means "inerease." It is a combina- 
tion of bar-Miptu, "increase," especially in cattle, and xiX 

l This is the Semitized form of xul - dub-b a; cf . IV. 15, iii, 8, 9. The Semitic equiva- 
lent is a m f § u, 84, ii, 13, which I derive from a probable stem a m A s u, " go away " ( see 
Muss-Arnolt, AssyrianDict.,s.u. amACu). Theword amisu would then mean "a send- 
ing away," scil. " of evil " and would be an indirect translation of 2ku1-dub -b a . One of 
the ideograms for the month Adar is zc ul - du b -b a B(u d - d u), i. e. " that which assuages 
pain has gone forth " (see V. 43,10 cd; II. 49, nr. 1, da). 
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dug, "a multitude" (cf. Delitzsch, Keilschriftsystem, p. 160). 
There can be no doubt whatever that the chief meaning of bir 
has to do with animals, and that its common significance is 
urigu. Thus, bir = bAlu, "cattle," Br. 2026; bir = urigu 
in a number of passages, Br. 2030; bir-tum(ib)=bul geri, 
"beasts of the field," Br. 2033, and finally, bir - gi (g) = 
s u t t u, " dream," i. e. " a beast of the night," Br. 2035. 
Bearing this fact in mind, I refer once more to ASKT., nr. 12, 
38, where we read in Sumerian: sag-bi sag-ga-na umeni- 
gar-gar, "place its head (the head of the bir-xuldubba) on 
his head" (the patient's head). The analogy between this pas- 
sage and IV. 26, nr. 6, 22 sqq., is too striking to be ignored: 
23. uriga ana napistisu ittadin qaqqad urtgi ana 
qaqqad AmBli ittadin kisad urigi ana kisad ameli 
ittadin irti urigi ana irti ameli ittadin, "the urlgu 
has been given for his life; the head of the urtgu has been 
given for the head of the man; the neck of the urtt has been 
given for the neck of the man; the breast of the urigu has 
been given for the breast of the man." This plainly indicates 
that an urigu ( = bir) might serve vicariously for the life of a 
man and the parts of the animal are enumerated one by one in 
comparison with the corresponding parts of the man. Fossey is 
undoubtedly right in correcting my rendering of ittadin in 
this passage, line 23. The line must be translated as above; 
"the urixl is given for his life," and I admit my error in 
translating nadAnu here by the expression "placed in contact 
with." But Fossey's correction does not alter my opinion that 
we have here a description of a vicarious offering analogous to 
the transmission rites belonging to the Hebrew scapegoat ritual. 
It is most natural to see a parallel between IV. 26 and ASKT., 
No. 12, 38. We have the same word bir=urtgu in both, and 
the plain allusion to the head of the urigu and the head of the 
patient in ASKT., nr. 12, 38. 

Fossey compares bir-xuldubba with gis-xuldubba which 
occurs IV. 15, 8-15b, undoubtedly as the name of an implement 
of some sort probably used in a purification ceremony. This is 
not the bir -xuldubba, although it may have been employed 
in much the same manner and for the same purpose. lIere we 
must note a most important point. In IV. 2t, nr. I, obv. 28- 
29 B, an inscription giving directions how to avert evil, we read: 
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ana mimma lumni t,arAdi bir-suldubba ina misrit bAbi 
ulsiz, "in order to avert anything evil the bir-2ruldubba is 
set up in the doorway.' This I believe gives us the key to the 
whole difficulty. In this passage and in the passage given by 
Zimmern, op. cit., p. 122, the bir-xuldubba is an image of the 
original living "urtMu which assuages evil or pain," mentioned 
ASKT., nr. 12, 38 and in my opinion identical with the urtMu 
of IV. 26, nr. 6 22 sqq., just quoted, i. e., the bir which is 
given for the life of the man! Zimmern's "living sheep" was 
probably an image of the same sort. 

To sum up on this point the facts are as follows. The inscrip- 
tion, ASKT., nr. 12, consists of three sections, the first of which 
deals most plainly with the destruction (line 8) and the driving 
away (15, 16) of certain horned creatures udu a(id) -dara, 
which are equivalent in their malevolent effect to the utukku, 
alu and ekimmu (17). They are ordered to go to a desert 
place euphemistically designated as "a clean place" (really "an 
unclean place"). Then follows (30-45) the inscription of the 
bir-xuldubba which is to be sought by Marduk and its head 
placed against the head of the patient (38), after which the 
patient is to become well again (41, 42). Then follows the 
reverse, where it is stated that the beasts of the plain are seized by 
Ea, from whose presence these malevolent demons are described 
as fleeing (rev. 3-4). A bow is given to the patient (15) with 
which he is to kill the horned animal (18). Then and not till 
then, the patient is cured (19 sqq.). How are we to conclude 
otherwise than that the bir-xuldubba is, or originally was, a 
horned creature like the beasts mentioned in the first and last 
parts of this inscription ? 

The appearance of the bir-xuldubba in Zimmern, op. cit., 
p. 122, and IV. 21, nr. 1, obv. 28, 29, as a probable implement 
of ptbriflcation is merely a development of the originat force of 
the bir-xuldubba seen in ASKT., nr. 12, 30 sqq. In the 
primitive rite, the horned animal was a live creature endowed 
with malevolent powers. It might, however, by the use of the 
proper incantations be made to carry away disease. This was 
done in the one instance by driving it away from the patient and 
in the other case by first bringing it into contact with the patient 
and then driving it away. We must suppose that in the course 
of time the practical difflculty of procuring a live bir for the 
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ceremony gave rise to the use of an image of the original animal 
which was employed ritually as above indicated. In short, the 
horned animals were malevolent in so far as they represented 
disease, but might be turned to a benevolent use by the power 
of the correct incantation for their expulsion. Hence we have 
the pregnant expression bir-xuldubba, "the horned animal 
which assuages evil or pain." This view I think obviates the 

. obJections of Mons. Fossey against my interpretation of ASKT., 
nr. 12. The first inscription, 1-29, is not one of transmission, 
but a rite for obviating evil or disease by driving away. As 
Fossey saw, there is no contact with the victim mentioned in 
these lines, a point which I did not bring out with sufficient 
clearness in JA., 1903. The next inscription, 30-45, is plainly 
a rite of purification by contact, followed by the driving away of 
the bir and the recovery of the patient. The reverse again 
deals with the driving away of animals and description of the 
rite of the killing of the animal by means of a bow-shot by the 
patient. The inscriptions are all allied in force and are ?lainly 
grouped together for this reason. 

§ 2. I shall now deal in detail with Fossey's minor objec- 
tions to my translation of ASKT., nr. 12. On p. 144 (JA., 
1903) I regard the ending -mas in udu a(id)-dara-mas, 
"horned creatures," as a plural suffixn changed from - mes 
by the well known laws of vowel harmony, so common in 
Sumerian. E'ossey states (note 2) that this is im?ossible, 
because in dagal-la-mes (IV. 1, 1 3c) and gal-gal-la-mes 
(IV. 27, 22 b) the plural ending is -mes, where we should 
expect mas ! He accordingly reads mas as bar, with the 
meaning "sauvage." He evidently gets this meaning from 
axu, "jackal"=barbaru, or perhaps from axu, "foreign"= 
nakru, Hdwb., p. 41. This meaning "foreign" comes from the 
original signification "another," which is the primitive sense 
of the sign BAR-MAt (DelitzschS Keilschriftsystem, p. 141). 
BAR-MAS-"a side," hence i'a brother, another, a foreigner, 
a strange beast." The same idea iB Been with the value mas of 
BAR-MAS, i. e., mAsu, "twin;" syn. of tuAmu (IV. 21, nr. 
1,B. obv. 16-18; 30, 31; 32-24; Sc. 1, 4b, ma-a-su=tuAmu). 
The plural verb in ASKT., nr. 12, 5, 6: nam-ba-te-ga-e-ne, 
"they shall not approach," referring plainly to the udu a(id)- 
dara-mas, justifies me in translating mas as an unusual form 
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of the plural mes, especially employed here to indicate the 
vowel harmony. It is just as probable that mas may stand for 
mes as it is to find in-di=illak, with di as an evident modi- 
fication of du=alAku in vowel harmony (IV. 30, obv. 2, 12). 
Cf. also nib for nab, following the same rule in nu-mu- 
nib-bi (ES.)=ul iqabbi, IAT. 11 3t? 32. In the examples 
cited by Fossey, dagal-la-mes and gal-gal-la-mes, it is 
not at all improbable that mes here, although indicatecl by the 
sign MES3, was read mas. We have a parallel in -as as the 
adverbial suffix in tul-tul-as=tilAnis, IV. 24, 38b, but -es, 
in IV. 9, 15a: gal-li-es=rabis and dug-gi-es=t,Abis in 
IV. 13 13b. See also Br. 10001. 

§ 3. ASKT., nr. 12, 7 ( JA., 1903, p. 145), I render namku 
munnanintar, " it is decided for fate." In note I, Fossey 
states that namkutar-simtu does not occur, as the regular 
form is nam-tar. He renders nam-ku here by saxluxtu, 
"destruction," following IV. 30, 22a, where the word is a a7rat 
Befyo,eror, without tar. Now nam=simtu, "fate," Br. 2103 
and tar=parAsu, "decide," Br. 375. I regard the -ku in 
namku munnanintar as the complementary postposition (pro- 
nounced st), and translate "it is decided for a fate." Cf. IV. 
10, 39b: sig-ga-ku mungi_ana damiqti ter, "turn it 
(the sin) for a favor," i. e. "change favorably." 

§ 4. ASKT. nr. 12, 8 (JA., 1903 p. 146). Fossey objects to 
my statement regarding the infixation in Sumerian of the post- 
position. Thus, in IV. 12, obv. 5, ud nam -ti -la-ka-na = Ami 
balAtisu, he doubts my theory that ka can be genitive basing 
his view on the statement of Amiaud, ZK. i. p. 237 that if the 
genitive determines a noun in the nominative or accusativeS the 
genitive is expressed by the postposition -ge(-kit), but if the 
genitive is found following a noun already in the genitive, or 
following a noun in the prepositional case, the genitive relation 
is expressed by -ka. Now, in the passage IV. 12, obv. 5, ud 
is in the accusative, hence he says that -ka canslot be the sign 
of the genitive. lIow then does Mons. Fossey explain the -ka 
in this n a m- t i-l a- k a- n a ? I note that he is content merely to 
cite Amiaud's rule without explaining this particular form. The 
grammatical rules of Sumerian are hardly as yet reducible to so 
close a norm, that we should be surprised to find an exception 
here and tilere. But let us assume that -ka- is not the genitive 
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in namtilakana. If it is a preposition ';in" (so Br. 551, 
ASKT., 141? nr. 4), Fossey has not disproved my main point in 
this case, i. e., that a postposition may precede the personal suffix 
in Sumerian. I presume that he is not prepared to regard this 
-ka- as a part of the stem? Furthermore, in the form tutu- 
da-na, ASKT., nr. 12, 32, which I render "with her incanta- 
tions," Fossey insists on separating da-na and translating it 
"with her." This is of course permissible grammatically, but 
makes no sense in the passage in question: dingir Nin- a- xa - 
kud-du nin tu-tu-da-na," "N. the lady of incantations with 
her .... " (so Fossey) ? My rendering is "N. with or by her 
incantations (graciously) confirms it." This certainly makes 
better sense. 

§ 5. JA., 1903, p. 147. I inadvertently cited the form ki- 
ku- a -ni = ina subtisu as an example of postpositional infixa- 
tion. This of course does not belong here, as ku is part of the 
root = asAbu. Furthermore in um - ta - e - na - zu - ku, V. 50, 
13a, I state that na + ku = ina and that zu is the sign of the 
2 p., infixed between the two postpositions na and ku. Fossey 
suggests that -na here is merely une ddsinence verbale de e(n). 
This is possible in this particular instance which was not happily 
chosen by me, owing to the fact that B(ud-du), "go forth," 
was probably originally Gn with final n.2 Consequently, the 
-na in um-ta-e-na -zu-ku may be simply the phonetic com- 
plement with a-vowel on account of the following zu-ku. On 
the other hand, how would Mon^. Fossey explain bar-ta-bi-ku 
=ina axAti, "aside," in ASKT., 98/9, 43? Here the double 
postposition ta+ku with the inserted -bi- is unmistakable.3 
What does Fossey say also to OBI. ii. pl. 39, col. II. 4, 5, 
a- ab -ba sig - ta -ta, " from the lower sea," with a double post- 
position -ta ? Here -ta cannot possibly be a part of the stem. 

§ 6. ASKT., nr. 12, 13 (JA., 1903, p. 149). Here I assert 
that dA-dA-a-bi cannot be imperative. The line reads: e-a 
su-nag-a-ku gi urugal dA-dd-a-bi a-gub-bu gi-bil-la 
nin - na na-ri-ga lugal-e tur dingir-ra-na A(id)-zi-da 

2In ordinary Sumerian the regular complement of 6(ud-du) is -a or e without an 
intercalated -n- (cf. Br. 7873 and the form 6-a-na=ina aQ6su, IV. 14, 27b). On the 
other hand, all the evidences seem to show that the primitive form of 6(ud-du) was On. 
f3ee Zb., p. 83; ZK. ii., p. 18, note 49, and especially Eaupt, Sfg., pp. 48, 49. This being the 
case the n a ending in u m - t a - 6 - n a - z u - k u is ambiguous and should not be cited in sup- 
port of my view. 

3 Even if we regard - b i in b a r - t a - b i - k u as a demonstrative, it is none the less an 
inseparable infis in this combination. We find the regular construction in IV. 28, 7a: b a r - 
bi-ta = ina asAti . 
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A(id)-kab-bu u-me-ni-e, "when the urugallu has placed 
the reed in the house of purification, for the king, the son of his 
god, on the right hand (and) on the left let him bring forth 
pure water, a torch (and) the vessel belonging to the purification. 
The direct imv. with -bi sufflx is certainly unusual and it seems 
that a better sense for the passage is secured by rendering dA- 
dA-a-bi like the Semitic construction ina sakAnisu, "when 
he has placed " (cf. {SKT., nr. 12, rev. 1: ra - a - na = ina 
alAkis u) . The usual ending of the imv. in Sumerian is - ab, 
-mab (see Prince, AJSL., Vol. XIX, p. 221. § 44). King 
(Magic, p. 19) refers to this expression dA-dd-bi as being 
found at the commencement of most directions for certain rites 
interchanging with ak-ak-bi. As the construction is in every 
case dependent on a following direct imv. (see King, op. cit., 
p. 16, 9,10), I still prefer to regard the -bi- construction as 
casusApendens, as in Turkish: oraya gtdi? kitAbimi getfr, "go 
there and bring my book." IIere gidib is casus pendens and 
may be used followed by any finite form. 

§ 7. ASKT., nr. 12, 14 (JA., 1903, p. 149). Fossey's 
rendering of nin-na by "brflle-}?arfams" is better than my 
translation " whatsoever," i. e., nin = mimm a + the demonstra- 
tive na. In King's Magic, pp. 19, 20, nin(9A)-na is clearly 
a vessel or measure of some sort. 

§8. ASKT., nr. 12, 16 (JA., 1903, p. 151), Fossey plays 
with words. I state that dapAru cannot strictly mean "purify," 
but rather "disappear'* (Hdwb., p. 226). The general sense is 
the same here, whether we render "cause sin to disappear" or 
"purify sin." Fossey's reading kup - pu - ru for duppuru is 
of course possible, but not necessary in this passage, as the stem 
du ppu r u really exists and means much the same as k u p p u r u . 
See IV. 59, nr. 2, 19b: dup-pir lumni, "drive away my evil." § 9. ASKT., nr. 12, rev. 4 (JA., 1903, p. 154). Sikka 
sikka - barra dara lulimbi - ene sudku munib - 6 - ne must 
indicate that the animals flee, i. e., are the subject of munib-e- 
ne, owing to the pl. -ne. Why disregard the succession of 
plural nouns as Fossey has done ? 

§10. ASKT., nr. 12, rev. 13 ( JA., 1903, p. 155). Here 
Fossey corrects me with justice. dingir Asaru igi is evi 
dently an abbreviation for dingir As aru igi im man si = 
Marduk ippalisma; cf. IV. 22, 48a. 
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§11. ASKT., nr. 12, rev. 13 (JA., 1903, p. 155). GEis-sub 
is never " arrow," in spite of Fossey's fanciful remarks. He cites 
my rendering of rev. 21 gis-sub-gim, "comme le trait de 
'arc," in triumphant proof that I there regard gis-sub as 
meaning "arrow." Fossey's reasons (Magie, p. 473) that the 
context demands the rendering "arrow " or "dart" are unneces- 
sary. GFis-sub-gim is simply a pregnant construction "like the 
bow" i. e., "like the "bow-shot." The regular Sumerian word 
for "arrow" is sal (see Delitzsch, KeilschrifWsystem, pp. 75, 76. 

§12. J., 1903, p. 156, note 1. Fossey accuses me of mis- 
representing him (AJSL., Vol. XIX, p. 187) in his translation 
of ASKT., 87, 16. To this I plead guilty with much penitence. 
lIis translation of tappattar in that passage is on the right 
track. The passage is as follows: 

satamma lAkul ('For a time may I eat. 
satamma lustl For a time may I drmk. 
satamma luplal For a time may I lie down. 
satamma lustabri For a time may I be satisfied. 
1t tappartar O be thou loosened (from me)." 

The verb tappat ,tar is plainly Niphal and is addressed to the 
plague or disease of the victim. "Be thou loosened" seems to 
me a better translation than "sois mis enptece8" (Fossey). 

Finallys I take this opportunity to thank my amiable savant 
contredictevr for helping me to see a new light in several pas- 
sages of this extremely difficult inscription, ASKT., nr. 12, about 
which the last word has clearly not yet been said. 

SUBJECT INDEX. 
he numbers refer to the sections.) 

Du, 2. mas, 2. 
Du-du-a-bi, 6. -mes, 2. 
Ekimmu, 1. -nab-, 2. 
-es, 2. Nam, 3. 
-ge, 4. -nib-, 2. 
Gis-suldubba, 1. Nin-na, 7. 
GFis-sub, 11. Plural, 9. 
Imperative Ending, 6. AA-na, 7. 
Infisation, 4; S. § utt u, 1. 
-ka, 4. Tapattar, 12. 
Ki-ku, S. Tar, 3. 
-kit, 4. UrIpu, 1. 
-ku, 3. IJtukku, 1. 
L u - t i -1 a, 1 Vowel harmonJr, 2. 
-mas, 2. -zu, 2. 

Abbreviation, 10. 
A(id)-dara-mas, 1; 2. 
Asu, 2. 
Alu, 1. 
AmIsu, note 1. 
-as, 2. 
Bar, 2. 
Bir, 1. 
Bir-gibillu, 1. 
Bir-suldubba, 1. 
B1llu 1. 
Gasus pendens 6. 

Conilation, I. 
Da, 4. 
DapAru, 8. 
Di, 2. 
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